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PcMa FIeLd MIssIONs aNd PrOjects IN 2009

all the pcma projects, which took place in 2009, are listed in this section. Brief notes 
concerning prime objectives and results of the work of missions not reported on in this volume 
have been included with each mission in anticipation of more comprehensive and targeted 
reports in the future. 

note has also been taken of publications related to individual missions from the period 
in question, if they have preceded the report in PAM Research, including brief notices in the 
PCMA Newsletter Online, available at www.pcma.uw.edu.pl. nonetheless, the below listing 
is intended as a convenient review of all the work by pcma teams in a given year, rather than 
as a scientific chronicle of fieldwork.

The listing is presented by country, the sites under each heading proceeding in alphabetical 
order. The convention followed in the order of presentation is one used traditionally in the 
PAM Journal since the first volume, that is, egypt first, followed by sudan, lebanon, syria, 
iran and Kuwait.

egyPt
aLeXaNdrIa, KOM eL-dIKKa, see in this volume, also PCMA Newsletter 2009.

BereNIKe 
The reactivated Berenike project, co-run by the pcma and the University of delaware, 
commenced to explore the southwestern bay of Berenike, which is believed to have been the 
ancient hellenistic and early roman harbor. trenches excavated on top of the partly manmade 
and partly natural crescent-shaped feature surrounding the bay, bringing to light an early roman 
terrace(?) made of pebbles and tamarisk twigs poured with liquid resin to make it waterproof 
and durable. a substantial cedar post (bollard) stood in the middle of the terrace. a trench 
was also dug in the early roman (1st century ad) rubbish dump, producing approximately 
200 more or less complete ostraka containing notes regarding the distribution of personal 
water supplies within the city. see also pcma newsletter 2009 and s.e. sidebotham and 
i. Zych (eds), Berenike 2008-2009. report on the excavations at Berenike, including a survey 
in the eastern desert [=PCMA Excavation Series 1], Warsaw 2011
Dates of work: 25 January–17 february; 27 february–1 march 2009
Directors: professor steven e. sidebotham, archaeologists, numismatist (University 
of delaware) iwona Zych, archaeologist (pcma)
SCA representative: hosam el dein aboud abd elhamied
Archaeologists: shinu abraham (st. lawrence University, canton, ny), Joanna K. rądkowska 
(phd candidate, research center for mediterranean archaeology, polish academy 
of sciences), marek Woźniak (phd candidate, institute of archaeology and ethnology, polish 
academy of sciences)
Volunteers: John and Valerie seeger 
Conservator: Katarzyna lach (phd candidate, Jagiellonian University, Kraków)
Papyrologist: professor roger s. Bagnall (columbia University)
Pottery expert: dr. roberta s. tomber (British museum)
Pottery assistant, archaeologist: Urszula Wicenciak (phd candidate, antiquity of southeastern 
europe research centre, University of Warsaw)  
Glass specialist: renata Kucharczyk (pcma) 
Archeobotanist: assoc. prof. Jarosław Zieliński (szczecin agricultural academy) 
Historian: paul cherian (director Kchr and pattanam excavations)
Geophysical team: tomasz herbich (institute of archaeology and ethnology, polish academy 
of sciences), dawid Święch (freelance)
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Map A.    Archaeological sites excavated by the PCMA (Cyprus, Egypt, Lebanon and Sudan)
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Map B.    Archaeological sites excavated by the PCMA (Syria, Iran, Iraq and Kuwait)
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daKhLeh OasIs, PetrOgLyPh UNIt, see in this volume.

deIr eL-BaharI: tOtMes III, see in this volume.

deIr eL-BaharI: teMPLe OF hatshePsUt
The main objective of the season was the conservation and setting up a lighting system 
in the northern chamber of amun-re, the continued work in the complex of the royal 
mortuary cult, and the restoration and documentation work in the main sanctuary of amun-re, 
all in the Upper terrace of the temple. The restoration of the complex of the sun cult was 
completed at the end of last season; the complex is ready for opening for the public. The two 
complexes were documented with application of 3d scanning technology. The method and 
the results of documentation were presented during lectures in the museum of mummification 
in luxor and in the pcma in cairo. statues of hatshepsut, and related sculptures, sandstone 
painted sphinxes – moved from the hasan ali storage museum to deir el-Bahari – were also 
a studied, as well as samples of different stones discovered in the precinct area. 
see also: Z.e. szafrański, a new Third intermediate period necropolis at deir el-Bahari, 
in: Z. hawass, t. a. Bács and g. schreiber (eds), proceedings of the colloquium on Theban 
archaeology at the supreme, council of antiquities, november 5, 2009, cairo: supreme 
council of antiquities press, 2011, 141-148; e. czyżewska, temple of hatshepsut: pottery 
from excavations in the royal mortuary cult complex, pam 20 (research 2008), 2011, 
212-223
Dates of work: 25 october, 2008–10 april, 2009
Director: dr. Zbigniew e. szafrański, archaeologist (pcma)
Deputy director: mirosław Barwik, egyptologist (institute of archaeology, University of 
Warsaw)
Archaeologists: marta Ćwiek (freelance), ewa czyżewska (pcma), Kamila dolata (state 
archaeological museum in poznań), tomasz górecki (national museum in Warsaw), 
agnieszka niemirka (pcma scholarship holder), iwona Zych (pcma)
Egyptologists: olga Białostocka (research center for mediterranean archaeology scholarship 
holder), andrzej Ćwiek (adam mickiewicz University, poznań), Jadwiga iwaszczuk (research 
center for mediterranean archaeology scholarship holder), cynthia may-sheikhalislami 
(american University in cairo), frédéric payraudeau (ifao), marta sankiewicz 
(phd candidate, adam mickiewicz University, poznań), aliaksei shukanau (ifao scholarship 
holder), anastazja stupko (pcma scholarship holder), dawid f. Wieczorek (phd candidate, 
faculty of history, University of Warsaw)
Architects: aleksandra Brzozowska (Wrocław University of technology), teresa Kaczor 
(Wrocław University of technology), andrzej Kwaśnica (freelance)
Architect, documentalist: Jacek Kościuch (Wrocław University of technology)
Conservators: rajmund gazda (freelance), Krystyna Wadzyńska (freelance)
Painting restorer: maria lulkiewicz (freelance)
Sculptors, restorers: Wojciech myjak (freelance), andrzej sośnierz (freelance)
Geologist: michał Wasilewski ( Jagiellonian University, Kraków) 
Topographer: Waldemar Kubisz (geoprojekt, Warsaw)
Engineering statics specialist: mieczysław michiewicz (freelance)  
Technician: mariusz dybich (pcma)
Photographer: maciej Jawornicki (freelance)
Documentalist: marek puszkarski (pcma) 
Student trainees: sarah fortune (University of manchester), mariola Krasuska (phd candidate, 
maria skłodowska-curie University, lublin), przemysław Kulawiński (faculty of history, 
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University “la sapienza”, rome), maria mathia (pcma scholarship holder), agata smilgin 
(pcma scholarship holder)

Marea, see in this volume.

MarINa eL-aLaMeIN, see in this volume. 

NaQLUN, see in this volume, also pcma newsletter 2009.

PeLUsIUM 
Third season of geophysical mapping of the area inside the northern limits of the town was a part 
of a broader study aimed at reconstructing the urban layout of sites in the nile delta based 
on the results of geophysical research. close to 9 ha were mapped by the magnetic and some 
4.5 ha by the resistivity method. The electrical resistivity survey has helped to clarify the plan 
of a number of structures mapped by the magnetic method. see also pcma newsletter 2009.
Dates of work: 3–9 may 2009
Project head: tomasz herbich (institute of archaeology and ethnology, polish academy 
of sciences)
Team: artur Buszek (institute of archaeology, Jagiellonian University, Kraków), robert 
ryndziewicz (institute of archaeology, maria skłodowska-curie University, lublin), dawid 
Święch (freelance), szymon Zdziebłowski  (institute of archaeology, Jagiellonian University, 
Kraków)

saQQara, see in this volume.

sheIKh aBd eL-gUrNa  
excavations focused on the southern part of the courtyard in front of the hermitage, where a ramp 
of stone rubble with few artifacts was uncovered. specialist conservation focused on several 
bronze objects found in 2003 and on a few iron objects from different seasons. specialist 
studies were carried out in the sca storerooms on material from the complex, including 
ostraka, textiles (more than 300 fragments) and pottery (several hundred sherds dating from 
the middle Kingdom to the hellenistic period). anthropological, archaeozoological, dendro-
chronological and botanical analyses were also carried out. a joint report on the 2009 and 
successive seasons will be published in PAM 22. 
Dates of work: 1 november–16 december 2009
Director: tomasz górecki (national museum in Warsaw)
SCA representative: hussein mohamed hussein (fieldwork supervision), magda sadiy ebid 
(supervision of work in the gurna storehouse)
Anthropologist: Beata Balukieviciute (freelance)
pottery specialists: dr. teodozja rzeuska (research center for mediterranean archaeology, 
polish academy of sciences) 
Plaitwork specialist: christiane hochstrasser-petit (freelance) 
Pottery specialist: mariola orzechowska (freelance)
Archaeobotanist:  assoc. prof. Jarosław Zieliński (szczecin agricultural academy)
Archaeozoologist: Urszula iwaszczuk (freelance)
Textiles restorer: Barbara czaja-szewczak (museum-palace Wilanów)
Metal restorer: Władysław Weker (state archaeological museum, Warsaw)
Photographer: dariusz dąbkowski (freelance)
Student-trainee: Julia górecka (institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)
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sheIKh aBd eL-gUrNa: the MaNUscrIPts cONserVatION MIssION
The one-man mission works in the national museum in alexandria, where the manuscripts 
are held. a check of the manuscripts’ state of preservation showed all three of them to be 
strongly infested with fungi. preparations for microbiological analyses and disinfection were 
made. for previous reports, see: daria Kordowska, anna Thommée, Koptyjskie manuskrypty 
z gurna (egipt). historia znaleziska i metody konserwacji [in:] J. malinowski (ed.), Sztuka 
Azji i Afryki. Studia o Sztuce Bliskiego i Środkowego Wschodu, Warsaw 2009: Wydawnictwo 
trio, polskie stowarzyszenie sztuki orientu, 9–20 [Materiały IV Spotkania Historyków Sztuki 
i Konserwatorów Dzieł Sztuki Orientu, Toruń 28–30.06.2006; część ii / Papers presented at the 
Fourth Meeting of Art Historians and Restorers of Oriental Works of Art, Toruń 28–30.06.2006; 
part 2], Warsaw 2009

Dates of work: april 2009 
Acting director: anna Thommée, conservator (The ateliers for conservation of cultural 
property, s.a.)
SCA representative: safinez ali mohammed (national museum in alexandria)
Inspector: amira abu-Bakr el-Khousht (general director of restoration in alexandria and 
marsa matrouh)

teLL eL-FarKha (ghaZaLa), see in this volume.

teLL eL-retaBa, see in this volume.

sUdaN

dONgOLa, see in this volume, also pcma newsletter 2009.

FOUrth cataract, see in this volume.

earLy MaKUrIa research PrOject: eL-ZUMa  
Third season of excavations at the el-Zuma cemetery field aimed at further verification of burial 
typology. Three tumuli: t.11, t.13, and t.17 were chosen for exploration. t.11 and 13 appeared 
to be a modified version of tumulus type ii (with flat top), although t.11 had an l-shaped 
plan of substructure, being a departure from the type. also the shaft of t. 17, assigned to type 
iii, is trapezoid in plan, rather than rectangular as is standard for the type. however, t.13 had 
a typical U-shaped shaft, found also in previous seasons. see also: mahmoud el-tayeb, ewa 
czyżewska, excavations at ez-Zuma. The Third season, Jan.–feb. 2009, Sudan and Nubia 15 
(2011), 108–118; Katarzyna Juszczyk, report on burial architecture of tumuli t.11 and t.13, 
Sudan and Nubia 15 (2011), 119–123; mahmoud el-tayeb, funerary traditions in nubian 
early makuria [=African Reports Monograph Series 1; GAMAR 9], gdańsk 2012, and the 
PCMA Newsletter 2009. see also in this volume.
Dates of work: 2 January–15 february 2009
Director: dr. mahmoud el-tayeb, archaeologist (pcma)
NCAM representative: neamat mohamed el-hassan
Archaeologist: Katarzyna Juszczyk (ph.d. candidate, Jagiellonian University, Kraków)
Archaeologist, documentalist: ewa czyżewska (pcma)
Archaeologist, ceramologist: edyta Klimaszewska-drabot (ph.d. candidate, institute of 
archaeology, University of Warsaw)
Archaeologist, photographer: olga Białostocka (research center for mediterranean 
archaeology, polish academy of sciences) 
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Student trainee: gamal el-din abu-Baker (department of archaeology, Karima)
Volunteer: miłosz dorsz

cyPrUs

Nea PaPhOs, see in this volume.

LeBaNON

jIyeh (POrPhyreON) aNd chhÎM, see in this volume, also pcma newsletter 2009 
( Jiyeh).

syrIa

haWarte, see in this volume. published this year: m. Wagner, d. Zielińska (eds), Hawarte. 
Ostatnie arcydzieła mistrzów antyku/Last Masterpieces of Ancient Painters, Warszawa 2012.

PaLMyra, see in this volume, also pcma newsletter 2009.

teLL arBId, see in this volume, also pcma newsletter 2009.

teLL arBId (adam mickiewicz University project), see in this volume, also pcma 
newsletter 2009 and the project’s website http://archeo.amu.edu.pl/tellarbid/.

teLL QaraMeL, see in this volume.

KUWaIt

as-saBBIya 
four separate projects were undertaken concurrently, two of these being a continuation of 
previous work on excavating a desert well site sm 12 and of stone tumuli in the mugheira and 
muheita regions. The new projects involved a survey of the region and preliminary excavations 
of an Ubaid-period site sBh 38 (short for sabbiya-Bahra, later re-named as Bahra 1). see also 
pcma newsletter 2009.
Dates of work: 26 october–4 december 2009
Directors: assoc. prof. piotr Bieliński, archaeologist (institute of archaeology, University 
of Warsaw), sultan ad-duweish (department of antiquities and museums of the state of 
Kuwait)
Field director: dr. Łukasz rutkowski (pcma)
Archaeologists: anna maria Kotarba-morley (freelance), maciej makowski (phd candidate, 
polish academy of sciences), dr. franciszek pawlicki (pcma), agnieszka pieńkowska 
(pcma), agnieszka szymczak (pcma), Urszula Wicenciak (phd candidate, antiquity 
of southeastern europe research centre, University of Warsaw), Łukasz Wojnarowicz 
(freelance), dr. magdalena Żurek (institute of history, podlaska academy) 
Archaeologist and ceramologist: dr. anna smogorzewska (institute of archaeology, University 
of Warsaw)
Archaeologist and photographer: andrzej reiche (national museum of Warsaw)
Archaeologists and documentalists: dorota Bielińska (research center for mediterranean 
archaeology, polish academy of sciences), marta momot (pcma)
Archaeologists and technical assistance: mohammad al-azmi, haled issa el-rifai, talal abdalla 
shameri (all from the department of antiquities and museums of the state of Kuwait)
Topographer: roman Łopaciuk (geomatic company)
Restorer: mustafa al-ansari (department of antiquities and museums of the state of Kuwait)
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